
                                                                    
 
 

 

 

“Persuasive Communication Seminar” 
 

 

 

 Demonstrate effective questioning and listening skills that strengthen relationships 
 

 Consider various forms of communication and their impact in business 
 

 Demonstrate a process to organize our thoughts in impromptu situations/Strengthen our personal 
opinions with evidence to persuade 
 

 Persuasively communicate in a clear and concise way so people are moved to action 
 

 

 

Target 

Person who needs to communicate persuasively in their work 

 

Curriculum 

1) Communicate to Lead 

- Communication session Open 

- Communication Self-Assessment 

- Linear/Interactive Communication Style and Filters analysis that tackles effective communication 

- Listening Skills learning, Exercise and Commitment 

2) Disagree Agreeably 

- Finding needs when we need persuasive communication 

- Speak Process: Expressing your opinion (Evidence - Reason - Conclusion) 

- Evidence Defeats Doubts (Statistics, Demonstration, Exhibition etc) 

- Cushion Activity that relaxes conflicts 

- Group activities with Cushion 

- Discussion on "in what area/task will you differently what you've learned today?" 

- Discussion on benefits of using Speak Process and Cushion 

- Summary: Communication vision setting and action plan 

3) Organize Our Ideas to Get Action 

- Fundamentals of Communication (3E) 

- Communication Impact Grid 

- Magic Formula for Influencing Action (Evidence + Action + Benefit) 

- Story-telling 2 minutes Report to Motivate Others (Feedback and Coaching from the trainer) 

- Discussion on how to apply those formula and tools to each business situation Handling mistakes 

4) Wrap up & Summary 



                                                                    
 
 

Expected Results/Benefits 

Contribute to conflict/problem solving and communicate effectively with leadership through developing 
communication skills 
 
Lecturer: Dale Carnegie Training  
Founded in 1912, Dale Carnegie Training has evolved from one man's belief in the power of self-improvement 

to a performance-based training company with offices worldwide. We focus on giving people in business the 

opportunity to sharpen their skills and improve their performance in order to build positive, steady, and 

profitable results. "How To Win Friends and Influence People" is well-known, best-seller book in the world.   

Headquartered in Hauppauge, New York, Dale Carnegie Training is represented in all 50 of the United States 

and over 90 countries.  

More than 2700 trainers present Dale Carnegie Training programs in more than 30 languages. Dale Carnegie 

Training is dedicated to serving the business community worldwide. In fact, approximately 8 million people 

have completed Dale Carnegie Training. Dale Carnegie Training emphasizes practical principles and 

processes by designing programs that offer people the knowledge, skills and practices they need to add value 

to the business. Connecting proven solutions (Leadership, Teamwork, Sales, Presentation, Customer Service) 

with real-world challenges, Dale Carnegie Training is recognized internationally as the leader in bringing out 

the best in people. 

 

Training References 

WIKA, Bluebell Korea, Edwards Korea,  Thyssenkruf Korea, Continental Automotive Korea, Audi Korea, 

Starbucks Korea, WeMakePrice, Swatch Group Korea, Hyundai Mobis,, Shinhan Finance Group, Volvo Korea, 

Fendi Korea, GS Retail, Google Korea, Oracle Korea, KOTRA etc 

 

Participant’s feedback of KGCCI – Dale Carnegie Seminar in 2017 

“The training was very organized.” 

“Useful information and easy to understand materials, Learned specific leadership skills that were so vague 

before.” 

“As a middle manager level, this seminar is very useful and valuable.” 

“I was deeply inspired that I've missed a lot in my work place through this course. No doubt that this will help 

me work in future.” 

 

Schedule 

Date & time: Friday, 20
th
 July 2018 10:00 - 18:00 (7 hours, 12:00-13:00 lunch break) 

Location: KGCCI conference room (7th Fl.)  

Language: Korean 

Session fee: KRW 500,000 + VAT 

 

 

Please register until 16
th

 July 2018 on our website (click here).   

 
For more inquiries of registration, please contact: 
Ms. Seong-Eun Cho (secho@kgcci.com / Tel.: 02-3780-4665) 

http://korea.ahk.de/events/registrieren/registration-form/?tx_cpsevents%5bevent_uid%5d=92958&tx_cpsevents%5bcontact%5d=10065037&cHash=68141124787747026b0945e7c8b74c6a
mailto:hslim@kgcci.com

